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Important information concerning deliveries starting from June 2017 
 

For detection of longitudinal Weld Seam at tubes only! 
 
On the current devices, you will now also have the wizard software included. 
These wizards will facilitate the commissioning and the creation of new programs. 
 
Please note: Do not edit the pre-installed programs with the program wizard! 
These programs have been already optimized for you in the Roland Application 
Laboratory in the Skilled only mode. 
 
Attention: If you edit these programs with the program wizard, the optimization gets 
lost and the detection results may deteriorate. 
 
Correct strategy for commissioning, when preinstalled programs are available 

 
Use the system wizard only to check the drive type and drive parameters and correct 
them if necessary. The ideal case is when we previously received your drive 
information before the application investigation and this is entered therefore correctly. 
This also applies to the type of sensor used. As we do not know the value for the 
drive correction, that should be entered by you. 
 
Afterwards edit the programs manually in the Skilled only mode, see manual 
SND40_Rund_E_Rev20 or later, starting with chapter 7.3. 
 
Adapt or check: 
 
1. Speed or turning rate, depending on the type of drive 
2. Position offset in ° = “Destination angle” in °- “Drive correction” in ° 
 
Perform this at all pre-installed programs. 
If the speed or the turning rate values have already been transmitted to us in 
advance, you only have to correct the position offset in the best case. 
 
To determine the exact speed / turning rate, enter the value as precisely as possible 
in the respective field. Then you can use the switch “speed measurement”  to 
measure the speed / turning rate again. 
 

 Switch “speed measurement” 
 
The basic condition is that the tube is suitable for the program and is clamped in the 
drive, the sensor is on the tube and the drive can be switched on via the output 
"motor". 
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If the actual or measured value for the speed or turning rate of your device deviates 
more than 50% from the value preset by us, please adjust the values for high pass 
and low pass too. 
For example, at 50% higher as the actual speed or turning rate, the values for high 
and low pass must be also increased by 50%. At lower values decrease 
correspondingly. 
 
1. Example high pass 3Hz, low pass 100Hz, preset turning rate 60n/min. 
 
The turning rate at your device is 120n/min. Therefore calculate with factor 2. 
 
Therefore the new value for the highpass is calculated  = 3Hz x 2 = 6Hz, the selected 
value due to the grading 5Hz alternatively 7Hz.  
 
Set low pass to 200Hz (100Hz x 2). 
 
2. Example high pass 5Hz, low pass 20Hz, preset turning rate 60n/min. 
 
The turning rate is 30n/min. Therefore calculate with factor 0.5. 
 
Therefore the new value for the highpass is calculated = 5Hz x 0.5 = 2.5Hz, the 
selected value due to the grading 2Hz alternatively 3Hz.  
 
 
Set low pass to 10 Hz (20Hz x 0.5). 
 
If no programs are preinstalled, you can create new programs with the program 
wizard after running the system wizard.  
As soon as you revise these new programs in Skilled only mode, these should not be 
edited again with the wizard. 
 
Note: “n/min has the same meaning as “rpm”  


